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We created this map using the Geospacial Information Authority of Japan digital
basemap (tiles) and basemap data, with the Authority director's permission (no. Hei-
30-joshi, dai-867go). We also modified 1:25000 scale vegetation map data created
by the Biodiversity Center of Japan (http://gis.biodic.go.jp).
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THIS IS A GEOREFERENCED PDF - Download the free Avenza
Maps® app for iPhone and Android to see your location in
real time: https://hokw.jp/geobeka

ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE - Please visit the full route
guide for route description, GPS file, and safety notes:
https://hokw.jp/bekan
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River Details: This route is on Bekanbeushi 
River (別寒辺牛川), or Pekanpe-kus-i in 
the Ainu indigenous language. The river is 
a Class B (二級河川) river, 43km in total 
length. This section of the river is between 
7m and 30m wide. The gradient for this 
section of river is 0.3 mpk (1.58 FPM).

EXTRA DETAILS

This is a technically easy but remote 
wetland canoe route on the Bekan-
beushi River (別寒辺牛川) in eastern 
Hokkaido. Wending its way through 
the expansive Bekanbeushi wetlands (
別寒辺牛湿原), you’ll see red-crowned 
tancho cranes, Hokkaido native deer, 
white-tailed eagles, and a plethora of 
other rare wildlife. With no roads run-
ning parallel to the forested upper sec-
tion of the route, there’s a real sense of 
escape from humanity. The flow is gen-
tle enough to allow paddling upstream, 
so more experienced paddlers can 
extend the route to a solid daytrip into 
even more seldom-visited corners of 
this slice of eastern Hokkaido.

LOCATION
Bekanbeushi River is located in eastern 
Hokkaido, flowing from north to south into 
the vast tidal Akkeshi Lake next to Akkeshi 
City, on the southern coastline of eastern 
Hokkaido.

Put-in location: The upper canoe port 
put-in (bekanbeushi-kawa-hashi-eki 
canu-pooto, 別寒辺牛川橋駅カヌーポ
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ート) is easily accessed via taxi from the take-
out next to the Akkeshi Waterfowl Observation 
Center. We called a taxi (Sakura Hire 桜ハイ
ヤー, TEL: 0153-52-2137) from the center 
and they were there within about 10 minutes. 
From the Waterfowl center, it’s about a 10km 
(5,200yen) taxi ride to the put-in. Ask to be taken 
to the Bekanbeushi upstream canoe port (beka-
nbeushi-joryu-kanu-pooto, 別寒辺牛川上流カ
ヌーポート). Staff at the Waterfowl Observation 
Center may also be able to help you commu-
nicate with the taxi driver. There’s some hefty 
up-and-down on the way to the put-in from the 
center, so if cycling, allow a full hour.

Take-out location: The take-out is at a canoe 
port/boat-ramp next to the Akkeshi Waterfowl 
Observation Center. This is the lower of the three 
canoe ports on the river. There’s another canoe 
port about two thirds of the way along the route, 
here, although it’s less well serviced (カヌー乗
降場 中間点 別寒辺牛川).

GENERAL NOTES
This easy, short 9km-ish section of the Beka-
nbeushi River is one of the more well-serviced 
canoe routes in Hokkaido. There are three canoe 
ports on the route, with very good access to the 
river. The route itself cuts through the Bekan-
beushi Wetlands (別寒辺牛湿原). Unlike many 
rivers in Hokkaido, there are no roads for kilo-
metres around once you’re on the river. Expect 
to see an abundance of wildlife, including white-
tailed eagles, native Hokkaido ezo deer, and 
plenty of kingfisher birds.

Difficulty: Besides the relatively remoteness of 
this section of the river, this is an otherwise very 
safe, slow-flow wetland river. The flow is slow 
enough to allow paddling upstream from the 
put-in, which adds as much time onto the trip 
as the day allows.

ROUTE TIMING AND NOTES
Expect to be on the water for at least three 
hours. Starting from the upper-most canoe port, 
paddlers can either head straight downstream, 
or paddle for a ways upstream before turning 
around and paddling back down. The only point 
of note is the fork in the river at around the 6km 
point. Take the left branch here – the right goes 
to a dead-end created by an earthen bank for 
the railway.

In older canoe guidebooks, I’ve seen mention 
of paddling all the way down the river, onto 
Akkeshi Lake, and on to Akkeshi City. We were 
considering doing this when we were there, 
but there was a strong on-shore wind blowing, 
so we abandoned this idea. If conditions are 
favourable, this could be a nice extension to 
the trip. Guidebooks suggest a boatramp at the 
western end of the lake, to be suitable for tak-
ing out. Note that Lake Akkeshi is a very shallow 
tidal lake – I’d only attempt a foray onto the lake 
if I could be confident of coinciding with a high 
tide. Also note that this would add an extra 5km 

of flat-water paddling to the trip – allow at 
least 1.5hrs extra.

TRANSPORT
By car | There’s plenty of parking at all the 
canoe ports on this route. Check the put-in 
and take-out details above. 
Public transport | Beyond private taxi 
from Akkeshi City on the coast, there is 
no public transport access to the put-in or 
take-out location.

SAFETY NOTES
The main concern on this route is the rel-
ative remoteness of the route. There’s no 
mobile reception for the majority of the 
upper section of the route, so paddlers 
need to be self-sufficient. Also note that 
access to the riverside is limited, and 
foot access across the wetlands is also 
extremely limited. Ensure plenty of daylight 
before setting off.

ONSEN NEARBY
The closest Japanese baths is Kiraku-yu (
喜楽湯) sento. This is a super-traditional, 
simple Japanese public bath, located in 
Akkeshi City. It’s about 6km from the take-
out point. ■
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ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE
Please visit the full route guide for 
GPS file, live water levels, and ex-
tra safety notes: https://hokw.jp/
bekan



PLEASE PRINT AT ‘ACTUAL SIZE’ (NO SCALING)

The 1:25,000 scale used in the map is accurate if the 
PDF is printed without scaling (i.e., ACTUAL SIZE). 
Follow the instructions on this page to ensure an 
accurate rendering of the scale.

STEP 1
Load your printer with A4 printer paper (210mm x 297mm). If 
you’ve only got Letter size (215.9mm x 279.4 mm), just follow 
the instructions below. You’ll achive an accurate scale, but the 
map will be clipped a little at the top and bottom.

STEP 2 
Open the print window by clicking on File > Print (or hitting Ctrl 
+ P on your keyboard).

STEP 3
Make sure “Actual Size” is selected.

STEP 4
For double-sided printing, select “Print on both sides of paper”.

STEP 5
For best results, select the highest quality print option available 
on your printer (settings will vary).

STEP 6
You won’t need this instructions page, so just select the pages 
that don’t include this instruction sheet.

STEP 7
Click “Print”.

Figure 1. Ensure “Actual Size”, and Pages 1-4 are selected (Windows).
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